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The Crucible
2003-03-25

a haunting examination of groupthink and mass hysteria in a rural community a
penguin classic i believe that the reader will discover here the essential nature of
one of the strangest and most awful chapters in human history arthur miller wrote
in an introduction to the crucible his classic play about the witch hunts and trials in
seventeenth century salem massachusetts based on historical people and real
events miller s drama is a searing portrait of a community engulfed by hysteria in
the rigid theocracy of salem rumors that women are practicing witchcraft galvanize
the town s most basic fears and suspicions and when a young girl accuses elizabeth
proctor of being a witch self righteous church leaders and townspeople insist that
elizabeth be brought to trial the ruthlessness of the prosecutors and the eagerness
of neighbor to testify against neighbor brilliantly illuminate the destructive power of
socially sanctioned violence written in 1953 the crucible is a mirror miller uses to
reflect the anti communist hysteria inspired by senator joseph mccarthy s witch
hunts in the united states within the text itself miller contemplates the parallels
writing political opposition is given an inhumane overlay which then justifies the
abrogation of all normally applied customs of civilized behavior a political policy is
equated with moral right and opposition to it with diabolical malevolence for more
than seventy years penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in
the english speaking world with more than 1 700 titles penguin classics represents
a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and
disciplines readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by
introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors as well
as up to date translations by award winning translators

The Crucible
2011-10-06

arthur miller s classic parable of mass hysteria draws a chilling parallel between the
salem witch hunt of 1692 one of the strangest and most awful chapters in human
history and the mccarthyism which gripped america in the 1950s the story of how
the small community of salem is stirred into madness by superstition paranoia and
malice culminating in a violent climax is a savage attack on the evils of mindless
persecution and the terrifying power of false accusations

Elements of Literature
1989-06-01

now a major film from 20th century fox this is the first ever adaptation of arthur
miller s twentieth century classic for the big screen set in the 17th century it
famously mirrors the communist witch hunts of mccarthyism in 50s america a



fascinating and disturbing dramatisation of the collective psychology of persecution
it shows all too painfully how even a close knit rural community can be desolated
once doubt and suspicion take hold

The Crucible
2015-03-13

in this state standards aligned literature kit we divide the novel by chapters or
sections and feature reading comprehension and vocabulary questions in every
section we include before you read and after you read questions the before you
read activities prepare students for reading by setting a purpose for reading they
stimulate background knowledge and experience and guide students to make
connections between what they know and what they will learn the after you read
activities check students comprehension and extend their learning students are
asked to give thoughtful consideration of the text through creative and evaluative
short answer questions and journal prompts also included are writing tasks graphic
organizers comprehension quiz test prep word search and crossword to further
develop students critical thinking and writing skills and analysis of the text about
the novel the crucible is the award winning play written by arthur miller about the
salem witch trials of 1692 one night in salem massachusetts a group of girls are
caught dancing in the woods by reverend parris his own daughter falls into a coma
soon after and the town is ablaze with talks of witchcraft the reverend sends for
reverend hale to examine the girl for witchcraft hale concludes that the town of
salem is in fact engulfed in witchcraft as one by one the girls accuse other
townspeople of communing with the devil a trial ensues causing those accused to
either deny these allegations or confess thus accusing someone else this cycle
finally culminates in the death of several innocent townsfolk the crucible is a
historical dramatization of true events that show reputation is more important than
admitting ignorance all of our content is aligned to your state standards and are
written to bloom s taxonomy

The Crucible - Literature Kit Gr. 9-12
2016-12-14

maxnotes offer a fresh look at masterpieces of literature presented in a lively and
interesting fashion written by literary experts who currently teach the subject
maxnotes will enhance your understanding and enjoyment of the work maxnotes
are designed to stimulate independent thought about the literary work by raising
various issues and thought provoking ideas and questions maxnotes cover the
essentials of what one should know about each work including an overall summary
character lists an explanation and discussion of the plot the work s historical
context illustrations to convey the mood of the work and a biography of the author
each chapter is individually summarized and analyzed and has study questions and
answers



Arthur Miller's The Crucible
1995

this series provides comprehensive reading and study guides for some of the world
s most important literary masterpieces each title features concise critical excerpts
that provide a scholarly overview of each work the story behind the story detailing
the conditions under which the work was written and a biographical sketch of the
author a descriptive list of characters an extensive summary and analysis and an
annotated bibliography

The Crucible
2007-01-01

here especially for high school students is an analysis and summary of arthur miller
s famous play titles in the literature made easy series analyze novels and plays
found in most school curricula more than mere plot summaries these books explain
themes analyze characters and discuss each author s unique writing style mastery
of language and command of his material books also feature mind maps diagrams
that summarize a work s most important details as a way to help students focus
ideas for exams and term papers

Arthur Miller's The Crucible
2010

created by harvard students for students everywhere sparknotes give you just what
you need to succeed in school back jacket

Crucible
2000-07-01

the original cliffsnotes study guides offer a look into critical elements and ideas
within classic works of literature the latest generation of titles in this series also
feature glossaries and visual elements that complement the classic familiar format
cliffsnotes on the crucible takes you into arthur miller s play about good and evil
self identity and morality following the atmosphere and action of the salem witch
trials of the 1600s this study guide looks into puritan culture with critical
commentaries about each act and scene other features that help you figure out this
important work include life and background of the author introduction to the play
character web and in depth analyses of the major roles summaries and glossaries
related to each act essays that explore the author s narrative technique and the
play s historical setting a review section that tests your knowledge and suggests
essay topics and practice projects a resource center for checking out details on



books publications and internet resources classic literature or modern day treasure
you ll understand it all with expert information and insight from cliffsnotes study
guides

The Crucible (Arthur Miller)
1971

collects essays debating the theme of justice in miller s the crucible with topics
ranging from parallels with mccarthyism and governmental hysteria following the
september 11th terrorist attacks

The Crucible
2014

here especially for high school students is an analysis and summary of arthur miller
s famous play titles in the literature made easy series analyze novels and plays
found in most school curricula more than mere plot summaries these books explain
themes analyze characters and discuss each author s unique writing style mastery
of language and command of his material books also feature mind maps diagrams
that summarize a work s most important details as a way to help students focus
ideas for exams and term papers

CliffsNotes on Miller's The Crucible
2011-05-18

ideal for student research and class discussion this interdisciplinary casebook
provides a rich variety of primary historical documents and commentary on the
crucible within the context of two relevant historical periods the salem witch trials
of 1692 and the red scare of the 1950s when the play was written the play is a
testimony to the inherent dangers miller sees in any community seized by hysteria
the salem witch hunts which miller uses to illustrate such a community were echoed
more than 250 years later in the hunt for subversives during the red scare of the
1950s the authors provide literary and dramatic analysis of the play comprehensive
historical backgrounds relevant documents of the periods and questions and
projects to help students in their understanding of the crucible and the issues it
raises in a discussion of puritan society of the seventeenth century the authors
explore the habits of many of the residents of massachusetts bay and specific
events which seemed to make the witch hunts of 1692 inevitable the text of
relevant documents illustrate their beliefs combined with the disasters that
contributed to community hysteria a chapter on the salem witch trials includes
testimony letters and first person accounts by actual people on which miller based
his characters a chapter on the red scare of the 1950s features testimony before
the house un american activities committee case studies of blacklisted people and
an exclusive interview with a couple who were blacklisted the authors include a



chapter on witch hunting in the 1990s in the form of testimony from preschoolers
which sent child care workers to prison on charges of sexual abuse students will be
able to compare and contrast witch hunting over 300 years with the materials
provided here many of which are available in no other printed form each section of
the casebook contains study questions topics for research papers and class
discussion and lists of further reading for examining the issues raised by the play

Justice in Arthur Miller's The Crucible
2009

this is a new release of the original 1914 edition

The Crucible
1971

翻訳が原典のいかなる側面を伝え得るか検討

Understanding The Crucible
1998-09-17

arthur miller was one of the most important american playwrights and political and
cultural figures of the 20th century both death of a salesman and the crucible stand
out as his major works the former is always in performance somewhere in the world
and the latter is miller s most produced play as major modern american dramas
they are the subject of a huge amount of criticism which can be daunting for
students approaching the plays for the first time this reader s guide introduces the
major critical debates surrounding the plays and discusses their unique production
histories initial theatre reviews and later adaptations the main trends of critical
inquiry and scholars who have purported them are examined as are the views of
miller himself a prolific self critic

The Crucible
1988

seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject english literature works grade 1 7
ernst moritz arndt university of greifswald anglistik amerikanistik course proseminar
lost in literature language english abstract what happened in salem in 1692 is today
described as one of the darkest episodes in american history still today historians
try to find out what caused the disastrous outbreak of the witch craze but the only
thing they can be sure about is that they can not explain why so many people had
to die accusations of witchcraft were not unusual in the seventeenth century world
what was so special about the time and place that such an outbreak of random
accusations became possible salem has become an icon in american culture the



trials have become a metaphor for hysterical prosecution unfounded accusations
and confessions that have no reasonable explanation believe in witchcraft had
existed for hundreds of years before the hysteria broke out in salem the colonists
who came to massachusetts had a strong belief in the devil and his agents and
were mainly puritans who came to america to gain religious freedom there are
many things you could compare between the historical account of the witch hunt
and arthur miller s play the crucible this paper is going to analyse the portrayal of a
puritan society in miller s play and will try to find out whether the religion of the
people and therewith their way of life have caused the rising of the witch scare and
the horrible outcome for the characters in the play it is going to be analysed why
normal people start accusing their neighbours and friends for witchcraft although
many of them are aware of the consequences for the accused at first it is going to
be described how arthur miller informed himself about the happenings of 1692 in
order to underline his credibility of being able to create the puritan society of that
time in the following the terms puritanism and puritan will

The Crucible
2014-03-30

the categories of father mother child sibling and friend occupy successive chapters
in this study and reveal the changing nature and value of those roles as played in
texts written by a broad spectrum of eighteenth century authors jacket

Literature in the Crucible of Translation
2007-03

seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject english literature works grade 1 7
ernst moritz arndt university of greifswald anglistik amerikanistik course proseminar
lost in literature language english abstract what happened in salem in 1692 is today
described as one of the darkest episodes in american history still today historians
try to find out what caused the disastrous outbreak of the witch craze but the only
thing they can be sure about is that they can not explain why so many people had
to die accusations of witchcraft were not unusual in the seventeenth century world
what was so special about the time and place that such an outbreak of random
accusations became possible salem has become an icon in american culture the
trials have become a metaphor for hysterical prosecution unfounded accusations
and confessions that have no reasonable explanation believe in witchcraft had
existed for hundreds of years before the hysteria broke out in salem the colonists
who came to massachusetts had a strong belief in the devil and his agents and
were mainly puritans who came to america to gain religious freedom there are
many things you could compare between the historical account of the witch hunt
and arthur miller s play the crucible this paper is going to analyse the portrayal of a
puritan society in miller s play and will try to find out whether the religion of the
people and therewith their way of life have caused the rising of the witch scare and
the horrible outcome for the characters in the play it is going to be analysed why



normal people start accusing their neighbours and friends for witchcraft although
many of them are aware of the consequences for the accused at first it is going to
be described how arthur miller informed himself about the happenings of 1692 in
order to underline his credibility of being able to create the puritan society of that
time in the following the terms puritanism and puritan will be briefly defined the
main part of the paper will concentrate on the analysis of puritan traits beliefs and
lifestyles in the crucible in order to find out whether they might have played a part
in the catastrophe

Arthur Miller - Death of a Salesman/The Crucible
2015-08-16

a literary study guide that includes summaries and commentaries

The Crucible
1982

the great play the crucible exposed the paranoia and suspicion that permeated
american society during the cold war this collection of essays by miller reveals the
author s thinking personal peril and despair at that crucial time

Arthur Miller's the Crucible. a Portrayal of a
Puritan Society
2014-09-16

out of the crucible offers an illuminating study of the novels and short stories
relating to the lives of chinese urban youth who were dispatched to rural areas to
live the peasants life during the second phase of the cultural revolution this
comprehensive achievement covers the works authors themes characters and plots
of zhiqing literary writing from the late nineteen seventies to the late nineteen
nineties the book demonstrates the historical political social and humanistic
significance of the urban youths rural experience

CliffsNotes on Miller's the Crucible
2022-11

philip allan literature guides for gcse provide detailed exploration of popular set
texts on the gcse specifications designed to prepare students for both examinations
and controlled assessment



The Crucible
1953

seminar paper from the year 2000 in the subject american studies literature grade 1
7 a university of münster anglistics american studies course advanced seminar
modern american drama 13 entries in the bibliography language english abstract as
arthur miller states in his autobiography 1 the crucible has become his most
frequently produced play this great success of a conventional drama can certainly
not be explained without regard to its political message when the play was first
performed in 1953 its audiences were quick to recognize the connections between
the witch craze in 17th century massachusetts and the american anti communist
hysteria of their own time like any literary text the crucible reflects the conditions
under which it was produced and miller himself says that he could not have written
it at any other time 2 since in this case parallels between the events in both times
are extremely striking it seems necessary for the understanding and interpretation
of the play to explain its dual historical context at the same time it would be wrong
to interpret miller s drama against this background only or as reitz puts it the
crucible ist kein schlüsseldrama das auf die vordergründige aktualität von
wiedererkennungseffekten setzt und zu diesem zweck anhänger und gegner
mccarthys als puritaner kostümiert 3 miklos trocsanyi argues similarly pointing out
that miller was glad when in the contemporary criticism less and less mention was
made of and parallel drawn between the witchcraft hysteria and mccarthyism it
meant that the deeper message was more and more appreciated 4 finding out
about this deeper message is what the analysis of the dual historical context aims
at therefore this research paper will after explaining the historical circumstances of
both the salem witch hunt and the american anticommunism under mccarthy focus
on parallel phenomena underlying the events in both times this comparison whic

The Family Crucible in Eighteenth-century
Literature
2005

pre university paper from the year 2008 in the subject english language and
literature studies literature grade 1 7 language english abstract arthur miller one of
the most important sociocritical dramatists of the 20th century treats in his famous
play the crucible the witch hunts of salem in 1692 considering this drama the
biography of miller and the political situation in the date of origin of the crucible i
would like to clarify the coherences between the drama and the highhanded
persecution of inculpable humans in the american 1950s at the time of mccarthyism
the first part of my work deals with arthur miller his life and his play the crucible in
this part i would like to elucidate miller s personal connection to the anti communist
campaign furthermore i would like to show the destructiveness of rumours with
regard to the executions happened in the late 17th century and accurate reflected
in the crucible moreover i will enlarge upon the effects of the religion in this case



puritanism on the behaviour of the bourgeois and the justice the second part of my
work deals with joseph mccarthy his life the commencements of mccarthyism the
course of the trials and decline of mccarthyism in this part i would like to show the
arbitrariness of joseph mccarthy with which he accused innocent people
furthermore i will enlarge on the cruelly effects of such persecutions which destroy
the person s futures and as to the crucible the whole life part three of my work will
consist of conclusions about the impact of mccarthyism and arthur miller s drama
the crucible

Arthur Miller’s "The Crucible". A Portrayal of a
Puritan Society
2014-08-21

research paper pre university from the year 2008 in the subject english language
and literature studies literature grade 1 7 language english abstract arthur miller
one of the most important sociocritical dramatists of the 20th century treats in his
famous play the crucible the witch hunts of salem in 1692 considering this drama
the biography of miller and the political situation in the date of origin of the crucible
i would like to clarify the coherences between the drama and the highhanded
persecution of inculpable humans in the american 1950s at the time of mccarthyism
the first part of my work deals with arthur miller his life and his play the crucible in
this part i would like to elucidate miller s personal connection to the anti communist
campaign furthermore i would like to show the destructiveness of rumours with
regard to the executions happened in the late 17th century and accurate reflected
in the crucible moreover i will enlarge upon the effects of the religion in this case
puritanism on the behaviour of the bourgeois and the justice the second part of my
work deals with joseph mccarthy his life the commencements of mccarthyism the
course of the trials and decline of mccarthyism in this part i would like to show the
arbitrariness of joseph mccarthy with which he accused innocent people
furthermore i will enlarge on the cruelly effects of such persecutions which destroy
the person s futures and as to the crucible the whole life part three of my work will
consist of conclusions about the impact of mccarthyism and arthur miller s drama
the crucible

The Violet in the Crucible
1976

seminar paper from the year 2016 in the subject english language and literature
studies literature grade 1 7 university of bonn institut für anglistik amerikanistik und
keltologie course american drama language english abstract the salem witch hunt
and the mccarthy era they are definitely two of the rather unpleasant chapters of
american history to think of even though there are more than 250 years of distance
between these two periods there are still several parallels to be perceived one
might say history repeats itself one of the attempts to combine the events of 1692



and the 1950s and point out their similarities was made by america s famous
playwright arthur miller the crucible was written in 1953 and is set in 1692 salem
the play would become by far arthur miller s most frequently performed play in the
context of mccarthyism the audiences soon interpreted the play as a veiled attack
on the current chase after communists in the country however arthur miller time
and again denied such an intention but it appears conceivable that the play was
shaped in a way by miller s experiences during mccarthyism the work in hands is
supposed to find out whether the crucible can be referred to as a play with a dual
historical context in the first chapter of the work the apparent historical background
the salem witch trials of 1692 will be outlined briefly following this the play s
formation context america s 1950s and mccarthyism will be thematized as arthur
miller experienced the consequences of the 20th century witch hunt himself chapter
four deals with his experiences with mccarthyism and how it might have affected
him writing the play the next chapter then analyzes the crucible in more detail and
points out passages that can be related to the events of the 1950s and potentially
contain hidden criticism finally in chapter six there will be an attempt to give an
answer to the question whether the crucible can be considered a play with a dual
historical context or not as many of the documents of the salem witch trials still
exist the course of events can easily be reconstructed with regard to the events of
the 1950s documents are mainly retained by the fbi but however a few surveys of
accused people could be reconstructed either by reports of the accused or by tapes
and documents that were somehow not kept under wraps by the fbi as arthur miller
is one of america s most famous playwrights his plays evoked the interest of many
scholars over the last decades

The Crucible
1983

the 1953 premiere of the crucible confirmed arthur miller s reputation as one of
america s most important and serious playwrights as it underscored the earlier
success of miller s pulitzer prize winning drama death of a salesman while dealing
with the 1692 witch trials in salem massachusetts the crucible reveals miller s
concern with issues of individual conscience and guilt by association issues that
were manifest in the social and political problems of his own time the drama is both
a historical play of 17th century colonial america and a parable about the
communist witch hunts in the united states of the 1950s miller uses the moral
absolutism of puritan salem to parallel the infamous congressional hearings led by
senator joseph mccarthy the events which frame miller s tragic drama are
separated by some two hundred and sixty years but are joined by circumstances
where elements of disparate societies seek only evidence of guilt and ignore or
suppress all evidence to suggest otherwise with universal themes that transcend
time and place including national borders the crucible remains one of the most
often produced american plays worldwide in the crucible politics property and
pretense james j martine extends his analysis beyond the standard critical
appraisals that compare the drama s setting only to the time in which it was written
the mccarthy era martine examines in detail miller s historical sources and the ways



in which he adapted this material to his contemporary audience martine suggests
the play should be read within a variety of contexts that is as a product of and
reaction to the mccarthy era as a milestone in the development of miller s work as
an exemplar of the genre of tragedy as part of the tradition of american theatre and
as a basis for later adaptations in his discussion martine considers both the written
text and the play as public performance he examines the play s settings props and
exits and entrances and draws attention to the various ways in which miller built
these directions about the play s performance into the written text martine argues
convincingly that the crucible should not be approached as a monochromatic
written text as it often has been but as a multifaceted performance text his study
includes photographs of a contemporary staged production in addition to
commentary on robert ward s pulitzer prize winning opera based on miller s drama
martine s multi leveled exploration enables the reader to understand and thus
appreciate the crucible and arthur miller more fully book jacket title summary field
provided by blackwell north america inc all rights reserved

The Crucible in History and Other Essays
2005

for study or revision these guides are the perfect accompaniment to the set text
providing invaluable background and exam advice philip allan literature guides for
gcse offer succinct and accessible coverage of all key aspects of the set text and
are designed to challenge and develop your knowledge encouraging you to reach
your full potential each full colour guide gives you the confidence that you know
your set text inside out with insightful coverage for you to develop your
understanding of context characters quotations themes and style ensures you are
fully prepared for your exams each guide shows you how your set text will be
measured against assessment objectives of the main specification develops the
skills you need to do well in your exams with tasks and practice questions in the
guide and lots more completely free online including podcasts glossaries sample
essays and revision advice at philipallan co uk literatureguidesonline

Out of the Crucible
2003

earlier version copyright under title those familiar spirits t p verso

LITERATURE IN THE CRUCIBLE OF TRANSLATION
2016

arthur miller best known for his works the crucible and death of a salesman is one
of america s most important dramatists



The Crucible
2011

on december 8 1941 as the pacific war reached the philippines yay panlilio a filipina
irish american faced a question with no easy answer how could she contribute to
the war in this 1950 memoir the crucible an autobiography by colonel yay filipina
american guerrilla panlilio narrates her experience as a journalist triple agent leader
in the philippine resistance against the japanese and lover of the guerrilla general
marcos v augustin from the war torn streets of japanese occupied manila to
battlegrounds in the countryside and the rural farmlands of central california panlilio
blends wry commentary rigorous journalistic detail and popular romance weaving
together appearances by douglas macarthur and carlos romulo with dangerous
espionage networks this work provides an insightful perspective on the war the
crucible invites readers to see new intersections in filipina o asian american and
american literature studies and denise cruz s introduction imparts key biographical
historical and cultural contexts to that purpose

The Dual Historical Context of Arthur Miller's "The
Crucible"
2011-12

Arthur Miller’s "The Crucible" and its relation to
McCarthyism of the American 1950s
2015-02-10

Arthur Miller's "The Crucible" and Its Relation to
McCarthyism of the American 1950s
2015-03-03

Arthur Miller's "The Crucible". A Story of Witch
Hunting and the Red Scare
2016-06-28



The Crucible
1993

Philip Allan Literature Guide (for GCSE): The
Crucible
2012-11-30

The Crucible, Arthur Miller
1997-01

Critical Companion to Arthur Miller
2007

The Crucible
2009-10-08
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